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Abstract- -This  paper develops a two-dimensional (range and depth) formulation for small-angle prop- 
agation of nonlinear acoustic pulses and weak shocks in a refracting medium which can be range 
dependent." The formulation readily extends to three dimensions. The nonlinearity is most efficiently 
treated in the time domain, so the signal is not Fourier decomposed into component frequencies. Beginning 
with a second-order wave equation which includes the lowest-order nonlinearity, an approximate first- 
order nonlinear progressive wave equation (NPE) is derived. The NPE is the nonlinear time-domain 
counterpart of the linear frequency-domain parabolic equation (PE). The derivation is accomplished by 
transforming the wave equation to a pulse-following frame and perturbing about a unidirectional plane- 
wave signal. The NPE manifests a natural separation of terms governing refraction, diffraction, spreading 
and nonlinear steepening. Numerical methods are outlined for the solution of the time-domain problem. 
Calculations using the formulation developed here successfully follow the development of initially smooth 
pulses into N waves and the reflection of weak shocks from a caustic. 
INTRODUCTION 
The propagation of a weakly nonlinear acoustic pulse subject to refraction, diffraction and 
steepening has been treated in the past by three distinct approaches: geometrical coustics with 
nonlinear corrections in ray tubes[l, 2], successive approximations on a form of Lighthill's 
inhomogeneous equation[3], and approximate linearization by means of a coordinate transfor- 
mation[4, 5]. Each approach as its advantages in a certain area of application. 
A problem of current interest has, however, shown itself to be sufficiently challenging that 
one is motivated to seek an alternative approach. This has to do with the propagation of finite- 
amplitude pulses and weak shocks in an environment where refraction can lead to caustic 
formation (see Fig. 1). The problem originally arose during studies related to aircraft sonic 
booms[4]. The current interest in the problem has to do with nonlinear propagation i the ocean, 
which, like the atmosphere, acts as a waveguide due to the existence of a minimum sound speed 
at a particular level. 
A brief summary of the difficulties presented by the caustic problem to each of the three 
approaches mentioned above is in order. Geometric acoustics leads to artificial singularities at 
a caustic due to forced conservation of wave energy within a ray tube whose cross section 
vanishes. The Airy integral solution used to overcome this difficulty in the linear case cannot 
be used because of the nonlinearity. Another problem with a "corrected ray" approach is that 
it cannot account for self-refraction (a result of nonlinear alteration of the local sound speed). 
The "corrected ray" approach defines a ray path in the linear medium and performs nonlinear 
steepening only along that path. The second approach, the successive approximation method, 
will require large numbers of iterations if shocks are formed. The solution will, in this case, 
be plagued by Gibbs's oscillations near the discontinuity. The third approach, coordinate- 
stretching, when originally applied to a set of steady-state equations, produced results which 
were not physically realistic[4]. This procedure has recently been modified[5] for the time- 
dependent equations. The result is equivalent to solving the problem without nonlinear terms 
and then performing all nonlinear steepening in a single step. Shock fitting is used to resolve 
multivalued solutions. This is not only an expensive process, but it cannot handle self-refraction 
for roughly the same reasons that geometric acoustics cannot. 
APPROACH 
Our approach is based on the wave equation with appropriate modification for weak 
nonlinearity. Salient features of the derivation will be outlined here. A more detailed account 
of the resulting equations and their properties will be given elsewhere[6]. For the sake of 
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Fig. 1. Wavefronts (heavy lines) and rays (thin lines) incident on a caustic indicated by horizontal dashed line. 
Arrows indicate direction of propagation. The calculation zone for the present model ranges upward from the 
breakpoint in c(z). 
computational efficiency, it was decided to adopt a description in which the evolution of a 
propagating pulse (rather than its passage over a fixed point) would determine the relevant time 
scale. This is essentially the motivation for the parabolic equation (PE) approximation which 
has been used extensively for time-harmonic linear signals[7]. (In fact, our approach reduces 
to the usual PE when the signal is linear and harmonic in time.) Our approach is simply to cast 
the nonlinear wave equation in a coordinate system moving at a constant speed descriptive of 
the pulse under consideration, and then to perturb the equation about a unidirectional plane- 
wave state[8]. The result is a transonic description, which proves challenging to numerical 
solution algorithms, but not beyond the reach of newly developed methods[9]. 
DERIVATION 
1. The second-order nonlinear wave equation 
A number of choices exist for the form of a nonlinear wave equation from which to begin 
[3, 5, 10]. We have chosen to use a variation of one given by Hamilton and Blackstock[10]. 
Defining p and p to be pressure and density, respectively, the momentum and mass continuity 
equations for an inviscid fluid combine to give 
02P VZp + OiOj(pV, Vi). (1) 
Ot 2 
We take p = P0 + P' andp = P0 + P',  where po andp0 are constant, andp'  and p' are small 
perturbations. On the right side of (1), one substitutes for p '  a second-order xpansion in p' 
from an assumed adiabatic equation of state: 
p, c_~p, + ½ p,, 2 = - (O p(po) /ap-)  + O(p'3).  (2) 
Assuming propagation within a small angle 0 to the x-axis, one estimates v, by combining (2) 
and the linear impedance relation v' = p'/poc to obtain 
vi = cp'/po 05,, + 0(0) )  + O(p'2).  (3) 
Equations (1)-(3) give 
OZp/Ot 2 = V2c2(p ' + [3p'Z/po) + O(p'-'O, p'~), (4) 
where 
= 1 + (p/c)(Oc(po)/Op). (5) 
Time-domain solution of the parabolic equation 
If we define a dimensionless density perturbation 
845 
R = p'/p0, (6) 
(4) becomes 
02R/Ot 2 = ~72¢2(R + ~R 2) + O(R20, R3), (7) 
2. The nonlinear progressive wave equation (NPE) 
We now recast (7) in a frame moving with a constant speed co descriptive of the pulse's 
propagation. Employing an advective derivative as in fluid mechanics, we get the following 
expression for the time derivative D/Dt in this moving frame: 
D/Dt = O/Ot + Co(O/Or), (8) 
where r has replaced x as the range variable in the primary direction of propagation. In order 
to describe the far field of a localized source, we adopt cylindrical coordinates with origin at 
the source. We assume azimuthal symmetry and take z to be the coordinate transverse to r. 
With the substitution 
c = Co + c~, (9) 
where cl is presumably small, (7)-(9) give 
~tt - Co = ~ + -r--Or + ~ (Co + Ac')Z(R + [3R2)'A 
A A A 
(lo) 
Each parenthetical group in (10) contains adominant term and one or two small terms (indicated 
by a caret). We now carry out a perturbation expansion about he dominant state, which describes 
unidirectional propagation at a constant velocity Co. Proceeding from left to right in (I0), the 
smallness assumptions have the following physical interpretation: (a) the evolution of the pulse 
is gradual compared to its transit time over a fixed point; (b) the gradient scale size in range 
is much smaller than the total range; (c) the variation in z is much more gradual than that in 
r; (d) spatial fluctuations in the sound speed are small; (e) the nonlinearity is weak. Expanding 
(10) and keeping only the lowest order in small terms yields an equation which may then be 
integrated with respect o r. Considering the pulse width to be much less than the total range, 
we take 1/r through the integral to arrive at 
DR OrO (ClR + -~-ff 2 R2) - ~rC° R - -~c° fr O2R 2 (11) 
The lower limit of the integral is taken to be at a range rs, where both R and its range derivative 
are zero. For the propagation of a discrete pulse, one has only to begin the integral in the 
quiescent medium ahead of the pulse. We refer to Eq. (11) as the nonlinear progressive wave 
eqt,.ation (NPE). 
Each term on the right side of (1 l) describes a distinct physical process. Proceeding from 
left to right these are refraction, nonlinear steepening, radial spreading and diffraction. The 
extraction of (1 l) from (7) has not only separated out distinct physical processes but has also 
reduced the problem from second order in time to first order. This simplifies calculations and 
corresponds physically to the selection of the forward-propagating characteristic as opposed to 
the backward-propagating o e. 
For linear propagation one sees that Eq ( 1 1 ) permits calculation of wideband pulses without 
Fourier decomposition i to component frequencies. This may or may not be an advantage, 
depending upon the problem under consideration and the degree of access one has to existing 
linear propagation codes. Equation (l l) can be shown[6, 8] to be equivalent to the usual linear 
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PE for a monochromatic signal (within the approximations appropriate to the PE). To do this, 
one substitutes into (11) the far-field expression 
R(r ,  z,  t) = r -l~z e'lkr-~"~fC(r, z), (12) 
where oJ = kco, and f varies much more slowly in r than the exponential. Retaining the 
dominant erms in the resulting equation leads to the usual frequency-domain PE. 
NUMERICAL METHODS 
Equation (11), the NPE, is integrated forward in time on a finite-difference grid by time- 
step splitting, with appropriate methods used for each term. In the diffraction term the following 
combination is used: trapezoidal rule for the r integral, and second-order centered ifferences 
for the second z derivative. Time integration of both diffraction and spreading terms is accom- 
plished together by a Crank-Nicholson update. The resulting process for spreading and dif- 
fraction terms is implicit, second order in space and time, requiring a tridiagonal matrix inversion 
at each successive range step. 
The terms in (11) requiring the most careful numerical treatment are refraction and steep- 
ening. Both are handled in a single advective step with a new scheme[9] of the flux-correction 
type[ 11, 12]. During the past decade such methods have been developed for dealing with Gibbs's 
oscillations which form when a highly structured profile is advected in a fixed Eulerian grid. 
These methods effectively use a nonlinear filter to switch locally and conservatively from a 
high-order finite-difference scheme to a low-order nonoscillatory one in the vicinity of artificial 
oscillations that may try to form. Our scheme[9] combines econd-order upwinding with first- 
order upwinding. If central differencing is used for the high-order portion of the scheme, the 
evolution of a smooth pulse into a shock is accompanied by the generation of an artificial 
staircase structure which the flux-correction method alone cannot prevent. This problem was 
diagnosed to be the result of information being transported in an unphysical direction by the 
central differences and was cured by the introduction of second-order upwinding with a mon- 
otonicity-enforcing flux-correction filter. A brief summary of the second-order upwind flux- 
correction method[9] follows. 
The advective portion of Eq. (1 i) is modeled as 
DR/Dt  = -Ocb(R) /Ox ,  13) 
where x has replaced r, and 
cb(R) = c lR  + ([3c0/2)R 2. 14) 
We discretize R and + on a grid xi, assuming constant spacing 8x for simplicity. We define a 
characteristic direction variable w at half-integer grid points 
wi+t,,_ = (+~÷~ - +i ) (R i+l  - R , ) .  (15) 
This is the counterpart of a finite-difference derivative, with the division replaced by multipli- 
cation as insurance against division by zero. Fluxes for the first-order upwind portion of the 
scheme are defined at half-integer grid points as follows: 
= - -  × (16)  
f i+l/2 ~x [~b/+ I , w,+l, 2 • 0. 
The monotonicity-preserving first-order esult is computed and saved for later use: 
R* ~ R, - f,+,2 + f~-t _'. (17) 
Time-domain solution of the parabolic equation 
The second-order scheme mploys a predictor-corrector f stability. The predictor step is 
where 
~)i* =-- d)j - -  ½ u i ( f i+ l :2  - -  f i - l /2 ) ,  
847 
(18) 
u, =-- (O6/OR)i = c~ + [3coR~ (19) 
is the characteristic speed. The fluxes for the second-order upwind scheme are then 
~t lamb* ' * I>0, --  72 ~)i- l '~ Wi+l /2  
Fi+1,.2 - - -  x ~.i (20) 
I - -  2 ~ i+2~ Wi+l l2  ~,x 6"+ i , <0 .  
The flux correction ~f is now computed, 
~f i+ l /2  ~ Fi.].,2 - fi+ll2, (21) 
and filtered by a process called a flux limiter, 
~f,+].,2 ~ cri+~/2 max {0, min []~fi+l/2], cr~+,/z(R*+2 - R*+,), o'i.~/2(R* - R*_,)]}, (22) 
where 
1, Bfi+l/2 >! O, 
o'~+1/2 = -1 ,  6fi+l/2 < 0. (23) 
The hybrid scheme is completed by the replacement 
Ri"-'~ R* - ~fi+l/2 + ~f i - I /2 .  (24) 
An additional optimum shock viscosity can be defined and added at points where nonphysical 
expansion shocks may exist in the initial data[9]. 
RESULTS 
1. Comparison with one-dimensional nalytic solution 
In one dimension the NPE reduces to Eq. (13). When c], [3 and Co are constant, (13) may 
admit a closed-form analytic solution, depending upon initial conditions. Such a case is shown 
in Fig. 2, where two parabolic lobes are used to approximate one cycle of a sinusoid for an 
initial condition. The solution at later times emerges as the solution to a quadratic equation with 
time-dependent coefficients[9]. Normalizing Rma x tO unity in the initial condition, we choose 
parameters so that co~t/~x = 0.25 and ct~t/~x = -0.0875. The characteristic speed changes 
sign where R = 0.35, providing a test for the scheme's robustness against switching errors. 
We remark that. early in this work, the use of flow velocity rather than characteristics speed 
to define the upwind direction resulted in formation of unphysical expansion shocks at expansive 
flow reversals. The grid in the current calculation consists of 202 equally spaced points. Periodic 
boundary conditions are used, allowing a reentry of the leftward-going shock as shown at step 
601. Shock development and propagation are predicted accurately without he use of Lagrangian 
markers to define the shock location. These properties follow from an accurate treatment of 
fluxes[9]. 
2. Nonlinear re(lection .h'om a caustic 
The reflection of a finite-amplitude plane-wave pulse from a caustic is inherently a two- 
dimensional problem. Thus. we retain all terms in (11) except radial spreading and replace r
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Fig. 2. Development of a shock from a smooth initial condition in one dimension. Solid line: analytic solution; 
dashed line: numerical result from our algorithm[9]. A leftward drift and periodic boundaries are added to 
demonstrate stability against formation of expansion shocks. 
by x. The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. The sound speed is taken to be constant 
below some level z0 and to increase linearly above z0. Linear ray theory has the rays being 
straight below z0 and circular arcs above z0. The radius of the arcs is Co/(dc/dz), where Co is 
the sound speed at the ray apex. Adjacent rays cross at the apex, forming a caustic at that level, 
and are reflected back at minus the angle of incidence. This result from linear theory will be 
used to define a lower boundary condition which should be fairly accurate for a weakly nonlinear 
pulse as well. 
The parameters and boundary conditions for the two-dimensional simulations are as follows. 
The grid consists of 150 ponits in the horizontal by 70 points in the vertical. The grid spacing 
is constant (0.7 meters (m) horizontal by 14 m vertical), resulting in a simulation domain 
104.3 m wide and 966 m deep. The time step is 0.05 seconds (s). The uppermost grid points 
are taken to lie on a quiescent ocean surface (no wave roughness is included). The assumed 
sound-speed profile is linear, increasing from 1514 m/s at a depth z! = -966  m to 1524 m/ 
s at the surface (z = 0). Equation (11) requires boundary conditions on only three of the four 
faces of the computational domain. On the top and right boundaries the proper condition is 
R = 0, corresponding to a pressure-release surface and a quiescent medium ahead of the pulse. 
The remaining condition for the lower boundary states that the pulse consists of an incoming 
wave propagating at a specified angle ot to the horizontal and an outgoing wave propagating at 
an angle -c~ to the horizontal. Assuming that the incoming wave is known and is Ri, (x, z, 
t), we find that the condition for the lower boundary is 
OR 0 
(tan o0 -7- (2R,, - R). (25) 
0z OX 
For weak nonlinearity we expect the reflected wave to exit at minus the angle of incidence, so 
(25) should be accurate as long as the inbound and outbound waves do not overlap at the lower 
boundary. 
For a range-independent sound-speed profile, a caustic will exist tbr linear waves at a level 
where the sound speed is Co, providing we take sec ot = co/c(zo) in accordance with Snell's 
law. Taking co = 1520 m/s and C(Zo) = 1514 m/s gives a = 5.02 ° and results in a caustic 
Time-domain solution or the parabolic equation 849 
at a depth of 406 m. The incoming wave is taken to be an N wave of the following form: 
l i  - 139, 129-< i~  149, 
R~,(x, z0, t) = 3.7 × 10 -s × otherwise. (26) 
where x~ = i~x. This results in a peak pressure of approximately 8.5 atmospheres. This large 
value was chosen somewhat arbitrarily to illustrate nonlinear pulse development. Results pre- 
sented in this section represent refinements ofour earlier work[8], in which interference b tween 
incident and reflected signals obscured part of the reflected wave. This problem has been cured 
by expanding the computational domain to include the region in which incident and reflected 
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Fig. 3. R(x. z) at successive times for a plane N wave incident on a caustic. (a)-(d): linear case 13 = 0. (e)- 
th): nonlinear case 13 = 3.5. Contour values ( × 10-~): -4 ,  -2 ,  - 1, - .5, 0, .5, 1, 2, 4. Dashed contours 
are negative, dot-dash zero. and solid positive. Time has been converted to range by co --- 1520 m/s. 
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waves are visibly distinct. Figure 3 shows the transient behavior as the wave enters the calculation 
zone, turns over at the caustic, and is reflected. Shown together are results from a linear case 
(13 = 0) and a nonlinear case (13 = 3.5). By step 401 the wave at the caustic in both cases 
has reached a steady state. This is confirmed by calculations (not shown) in which the solutions 
were carried out an extra 400 time steps. These results are intended to illustrate pulse structure 
at a caustic, rather than a typical ocean event. A steady state such as shown here is possible 
only if an external source provides a steady incoming wave (for example, in the atmosphere, 
by the flight of a supersonic aircraft[2, 4]). Such a situation could be approximated in the ocean 
by a large explosion at a great distance. 
The linear and nonlinear calculations in Fig. 3 are not significantly different for the first 
100 steps. The disturbance must enter the region by the diffraction term in (1 l) and reach a 
finite amplitude before noticeable nonlinear effects can take place. The difference becomes 
apparent by step 201 where positive (negative) contours in the nonlinear case have shifted 
forward (backward) relative to their position in the linear case. By step 401 the approximate 
symmetry of extrema below the caustic (depth 450 m) in the linear case has been replaced in 
the nonlinear case by the formation of two shocks: a Mach stem on the left at a depth of 400 m, 
and a shock on the right at a depth of 580 m. The amplification of the incoming wave near the 
caustic has been changed by the nonlinearity. In both linear and nonlinear cases the specified 
incoming wave peaks are +-3.7 × IO -4. In the linear case the extrema in the region of the 
caustic are 6.6 x 10 -4 and -8 .4  x l0 -4, and in the nonlinear case these values are 7.1 x 10 -z 
and -6 .0  x 10 -4. 
Points of qualitative agreement between the results of Fig. 3 and expectations are the 
following: (a) The outgoing waves propagate at minus the angle of incidence near the lower 
boundary as well as on the lower boundary. (b) A Mach stem exists at the juncture of shocks 
in the nonlinear case. (c) Extrema near the caustic are displaced ownward for positive distur- 
bance and upward for negative disturbance. This "self-refraction" results from the amplitude 
dependence of the local propagation speed. (d) In the linear case an incoming N wave is reflected 
as a U wave (two positive maxima surrounding a negative minimum). An additional effect 
apparent in the results is the loss of reflected energy in the nonlinear wave, as seen in Fig. 4. 
This is a physical consequence of shock discontinuities. Even in an inviscid model, only one 
moment of the density distribution can be preserved across a shock (i.e. mass conservation). 
Higher moments-for example, wave energy-automatically lose their exact conservation across 
the shock. 
CONCLUSION 
Equation (11), the nonlinear progressive wave equation (NPE) allows nonlinear and/or 
broadband effects to be included in propagation calculations along with refraction and diffraction, 
without Fourier decomposition i to component frequencies. Unlike ray and coordinate-stretching 
approaches, it is capable of describing self-refraction by virture of a continuous interaction 
between nonlinear steepening and diffraction. This has been demonstrated numerically. The 
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Fig. 4. R vs. x near lower boundary (specifically. line 3, where the incoming transient has died awayl at step 
401. (a): linear case. t3 = 0. Ib): nonlinear case. 13 = 3.5. 
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NPE contains separate terms for the physical processes of  refraction, nonlinear steepening, 
radial spreading and diffraction, al lowing the study of  these processes independently or col lec- 
tively, in one dimension the equation reduces to the inviscid Burgers'  equation with an additional 
drift term. For linear, t ime-harmonic signals, it is equivalent o the frequency-domain PE 
[6,8]. The NPE offers a promising approach to the study of  nonlinear effects at a caustic. 
Computer  simulations carried out to date with (11) have confirmed in a prel iminary way that 
several interesting nonlinear acoustic phenomena re now within reach of  existing research 
tools. 
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